**Namibia Today Sport**

**Boxing Academy names Dr Nujoma as patron**

By Staff Reporter

The biggest achievers of the year 2010 in international boxing arena are Nestor Tobias who was awarded the number one promoter and trainer of WBO in Africa (left) and Paulus Ambunda who was named the best WBO Africa bantamweight pugilist of the continent and also the reigning Sportman of the Year. Tobias was awarded the number one promoter and trainer of WBO in Africa and was endorsed for staging 14 WBO fights in Namibia out of 30 in the entire continent of Africa. Dr Nujoma presented the boxes with accolades as they keep on raising the banner of Namibia around the globe through boxing, adding that the academy should strive for the best to keep up the good work, groom young boxers as reinforcers in order to stay on top of the game.

The mission was to seek for blessing from Nambia’s first Head of State Dr Nujoma, whom they believe to be their inspiration and to showcase the boxers’ achievement scored recently in the international and continental boxing arena; The boxers also informed the Founding Father of the Nation about the fight that is due to take place in Windhoek on November 25 and related their predicament about the shortage of funds as not only about the business of boxing but is also concerned about matters of sustainable development such as health and the environment”, said Nafislonog.

We usually subscribe to good corporate governance essentials that require organizations to protect, enhance and invest in the wellbeing of society and the natural ecology”.

The statement further revealed that the Minister of Environment and Tourism, Honorable Netumbo Nandjila will be the key note speaker at the event. The community event was made possible due to financial and management support of FNB and forms part of a new focus on such events by the academy that would be supported by FNB Namibia.

**NPL indefinitely postpones round 10 Fixtures**

By Staff Reporter

Namibia Premier Leagues (NPL) fixture of round 10 has been postponed indefinitely as the date for matches coincides with that Regional and Local Government elections that is set for November 26 and 27.

In an urgent statement issued from the office of the NPL chairperson Johnny Johnson Doeseb, it is for this particular reason and also to supplement their efforts of the central government by ensuring that all legitimate voters (to participate in the elections, that all the league matches scheduled for November 26 & 27 have been postponed indefinitely.

In order to cover all eventualities, the office must earmark alternative dates for round 9 League matches.

We appreciate your cooperation and understanding for our efforts to respect Namibian National days and ensuring that our members exercise their democratic right by participating in the upcoming elections”, Doeseb concludes.

The programme will continue with introduction on FIFA’s number Association and General Football management.

Capacity building issues will be discussed during the Human Resources presentation and Finance on Day-two of the course, with Planning and Competitions Management also to be presented.

The programme will also see Events Management and Club Management from participants who will be covered under football marketing with various methods and means of marketing to be elaborated upon.

The Potential Regional In-structors consisting of NFA’s Barry Rakos, Eben Maitili and Theoeph Mphong both from Botswana, Timothy Shongwe, who is Vice-president of the Swaziland FA, and COSAFA ECOX member, and Moses Magong of Uganda, will conduct the National Course on 22 to 26 November under the watchful eyes of FIFA’s Ashford Mamedeli and Mall Jacques.

The 29 participants are as follows:


**FIFA to Capacitate Namibia Football Administrators**

By Staff Reporter

**WINDHOEK - The FUTURO III Administration and Management Course takes place on Monday at Midland Country Estate and will be attended by 29 local aspiring football administrators from November 22 to 26. The participants will be introduced to FIFA and its development programmes, its confederations and FIFA Statues on Monday morning. The 29 participants were drawn from the 13 Namibia Premier League (NPL) teams, 13 Namibia FA representatives, and one each from Southern Stream First division, Northern Stream First Division, NPL and Youth Football.**

**WINDHOEK - Nestor Tobias and his entourage paid a three-promised premeditated visit to the Office of the Father of the Nation Dr Sam Nujoma at his office in Windhoek this week. The former president was be- enched to become the Patron of Nestor “Sunshine” Tobias Boxing and Fitness Academy, the offer he accepted wholeheartedly and with honour.**

The mission was to seek for blessing from Namibia’s first Head of State Dr Nujoma, whom they believe to be their inspiration and to showcase the boxers’ achievement scored recently in the international and continental boxing arena; The boxers also informed the Founding Father of the Nation about the fight that is due to take place in Windhoek on November 25 and related their predicament about the shortage of funds as not only about the business of boxing but is also concerned about matters of sustainable development such as health and the environment”, said Nafislonog.”

We usually subscribe to good corporate governance essentials that require organizations to protect, enhance and invest in the wellbeing of society and the natural ecology”.

The statement further revealed that the Minister of Environment and Tourism, Honorable Netumbo Nandjila will be the key note speaker at the event. The community event was made possible due to financial and management support of FNB and forms part of a new focus on such events by the academy that would be supported by FNB Namibia.

The programme will continue with introduction on FIFA’s number Association and General Football management.

Capacity building issues will be discussed during the Human Resources presentation and Finance on Day-two of the course, with Planning and Competitions Management also to be presented.

The programme will also see Events Management and Club Management from participants who will be covered under football marketing with various methods and means of marketing to be elaborated upon.

The Potential Regional Instructors consisting of NFA’s Barry Rakos, Eben Maitili and Theoeph Mphong both from Botswana, Timothy Shongwe, who is Vice-president of the Swaziland FA and COSAFA ECOX member, and Moses Magong of Uganda, will conduct the National Course on 22 to 26 November under the watchful eyes of FIFA’s Ashford Mamedeli and Mall Jacques.

The 29 participants are as follows:


**LEAGUE FIXTURES OF ROUND 9 & ROUND 8**

Friday 19 November 2010

Ramblers FC vs. African Stars FC Sam Namjama Stadium 2010 Saturday 20 November 2010

Namjama Stadium 17 000

PC Blue Boys FC vs. Eleven Arrows FC Tamarisika Stadium 15 000

LHU Blue Waters FC vs. FNB Oshakati City FC Kuisebmond Stadium 19 000

Cymot SKW FC vs. Mighty Gunners FC SKW Stadium 15 000 (54) Round 8: Wednesday 24 November 2010

Civics FC vs. African Stars FC Namibia Today Stadium 2010 (69)